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**How can Accenture Software for Human Capital Management help our customers in their Cloud journey?**

For more than a decade, the Accenture Software for Human Capital Management suite of tried and tested add-on software for HR and Payroll has proven to reduce SAP implementation timelines, simplify SAP upgrades and lower run costs for the business and IT.

**Is managing data on the Cloud as critical for Human Resource departments as it is with an on-premise solution?**

Now, we can help human resources teams move forward on their cloud journeys. We offer high-quality solutions that complement the SuccessFactors suite while enhancing productivity, reducing costs and introducing innovation to improve HR operations.

Release changes, new software configurations, migrations, merger and acquisitions and user training all challenge data management within HR systems. Protecting sensitive data is vital, alongside maintaining the quality and accuracy of the information. This used to be the case in the on-premise world, this will be no different for cloud HR operations with Employee Central.
With Accenture HR Audit and Compliance as-a-service already on the SAP HANA® Cloud Platform, why choose to launch another new product on this platform?

SAP HANA® Cloud Platform extension package for SuccessFactors provides customization for SuccessFactors Employee Central solutions, along with scalability and security. This essentially means that this platform allows customers and partners to build and extend on the capabilities that Employee Central has to offer today with more client specific solutions. Running on the Hana Cloud Platform also means that the data never has to leave SAP’s data centers - which in addition is a huge plus point from a compliance perspective.

So what does Accenture Clone and Test for Cloud do?

Accenture Clone and Test for Cloud, based on the SAP HANA Cloud Platform, is our latest software solution that swiftly copies, and anonymizes sensitive employee data across different EC instances. By “cloning” relevant sets of data from operational systems into a test instance, the data is masked to protect sensitive personnel information from unauthorized access while enabling realistic testing scenarios.

What does Accenture Clone and Test for Cloud provide to customers?

Accenture Clone and Test for Cloud provides organizations with a fast, secure and reliable approach to testing new releases of Employee Central prior to putting them to productive use. Micro-management demands resources. In today’s dynamic business environment, organizations need to adapt and scale fast without putting a strain on budgets or their people’s time.